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1. The present note settles the relationship between FIM, the system for 
intuitionistic analysis described in [ 2] and the system CS as described 
ill 6.1.1 of [3],  thereby correcting an error ~ in 6.1.6 of [31 (also refer- 
red to in the introduction, p. 237). For the purpose of the present note 
we identify FIM with the system obtained from CS by restricting the 
language to the 1~ art not involving lawlike and K-variables and functors, 
and which is based on two-sorted intuitionistic predicate logic with 
equality, arithmetical axioms including the induction schema, BI*, 
C -C '* ,  AC-NC,  C-CON. 
FIM as described here differs in an inessential manner from FIM as 
described in !2] (e.g. the codings for pairs and finite sequences of natu- 
ral numbers are different, but primitive recursively eq,.~ivalent). 
For the discussion below, it is to be noted tha~z the definition of K 0 
([ 3 ]. 5.5.15) should be corrected as follows: 
m 
Koa = ~f. A f lVx(a~ x) =~ O) ^ 
AnAm(a  n ~ 0 ~ an  = a(n  * m) ) .  
We may state the result of this note as 
* In tile preliminary draft of Vesley [5] it was claimed that "Vesley's chema" was incompat- 
ible With CS, whereas the proof only showed incompatibility of CS with a certain str~, ngthening 
of "Vesley's chema" which cannot be expressed in FIM. The error was overlooked by Kreisel 
and Trc,)lstra [3], who based their paper on the preliminary draft. Joaa Rand Moschovakis 
noted the error, which has accordingly been corrected in the ~inal version of  Vesley [5]. 
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2. Theorem. CS is a conservative xtension of  FIM. 
Proof. We first construct a conservative extension FIM* of FIM, which 
has the same language as CS. To this purpose we add new choice vari- 
ables to FIM, denoted by the symbols used in CS for lawlike variables, 
and introduce K-variables for elements of K 0 ; ;k is added and regarded 
as "vnonymous with ?d', but its syntactical use is regulated as for CS. 
X', K-functors are also introduced as in CS. It is easy to see that FIM* 
is a conservative extension of FIM (cf. [3], 3.3.5). Hence for any for- 
mula A in the language of F IM 
F IM*  i--A :* F IM ~-A  . (1) 
Because of [3],  6.3.1, IDB 1 is a subsystem of FIM* : 
IDB 1 !- B =~ F IM*  l-- B . (2 )  
On the other hand, if CS- denotes the system obtained by omitting 
BC-F  from CS, then 
CS" I- C =~ FIM* I- ,:.: (3) 
This is seen as follows. C -C '  *, C -N '  * hold in FIM* and may be 
rendered as BC-C,  BC-N by rewritting with suitable vat" ~les. AC-N*  
is equivalent to AC-NF  in FIM* (since AC-NF  is nothing but AC-NC*  
with some choice variables chosen among the "new" ones so as to ob- 
tain syntactically the form of AC-NF) .  Logical and arithmetical axioms 
do not present any problems; the only schema which remains to be ve- 
rified is the principle of analyticity. We select the form A' for verifica- 
tion: 
~e[AaA(e  le)-~ AeB(e le ) ]  ~ Ae[A  e ~" Be] .  
To prove the implication we note that in FIM we can prove the existence 
of an e such that 
At3(e:fl=e) 
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for each t~, by taking 
en=0,  e (&*n)=ax .  
Hence A/3A(el/3)-~ A~B(el/3) implies As- ,Ba .  
Fina~ly we note that for any closed formula A in the lan~,,~age of FIM, 
r (A)  ( [3] ,  7.1) is defined, and 
CS- 1-- ~-(A) < > A (4) 
since we do not have to use the c~ause (v i i ) -F ,  (v i i ) -K  in the def init ion 
of  the auxil iary mapping ~.  
Combining ( 1 ) - (4 )  we obtain for a closed formula A in the language 
of FIM: i fCS  I -A ,  then CS-  I- r tA)  ~ A ,  so CS ~- r (A) ;  therefore 
IDB 1 I-- r (A) ,  i.e. FIM* 1-- r(A),  and because of (3) FIM* 1-- A. Even- 
tually, by (1) FIM I-- A. 
3. Correction to [3].  Replace the formula (4) on page 295 by 
Ax  ({]1 u}(x) rP(Xn :Sx)). On page 299, 3.8.3: a more appropriate re- 
ference is Kleene [ 1 ]. The closure under Church's rule then follows 
readily by an adaptation of Kieene's q-realizability to IDB (replacing the 
partially defined application opera. ion {a} [/3] by {x} (y)  as in numeri- 
cal realizability, and interpreting the function-quantif iers a  ranging over 
recursive functions). For detailed information see Troelstra [4] ,  discus- 
sing realizabilit3, interpretations for arithmetic; most of  the resulta 
readily extend to IDB. 
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